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specific trainings needed in representative data science areas, in order to make the next generation of data scientists in biomedicine.
Biomedical science as data intensive science
There is little doubt that biomedical science has become data intensive science. In the last decades, we have witnessed the booming of new biomedical technologies which generated massive amount of bio--data. In the genomics realm, next generation sequencing (NGS) has produced various types of omics--data. It is now a reality to sequence patients' genomes to seek personalized medication. In the medical imaging field, petabytes of imaging data are stored, processed and analyzed in institutions 1 . Sensor--based wearable devices monitor daily exercise and other life--style routines, and generate real--time physiological data. With the adoption of Electronic Health Record (EHR) data by hospitals, it is now feasible to access and mine the massive amount of clinical and phenotypic data.
For junior researchers, the timing has never been better to seek a career in data science. Given the global "open--data" movement, many of the data types mentioned above are available publically, significantly saving the time and cost to conduct large--scale data mining and discoveries. We perceive that secondary data analysis would empower a whole new level of knowledge discoveries and hypothesis generation, which will reciprocally benefit other fields of biomedical research. Facility--wise, high--performance--computing (HPC) environments are well set--up in many major research universities; moreover, private sectors such as Google and Amazon offer cloud--computing as an alternative to the localized (thus restrictive) HPC access. Additionally, advancing in mathematical and statistical modeling, machine learning and the new derivatives of deep learning, is playing an increasingly important role in biomedical and healthcare industries.
The increasing needs to train the next generation data scientists in biomedicine
Compared to the prolific amount of biomedical data, developing computational methods and algorithms and training data scientists with domain expertise in biomedicine are major limiting factors to understanding the complex interactions in human health and disease. Unlike many other disciplines, data science in biomedicine is very interdisciplinary and requires training in domains including computer science, statistics, mathematics, and biomedicine. This interdisciplinary nature requires that data science in biomedicine be adaptive and involve constant learning and training by all, from undergraduate, graduate, postdoc to faculty levels.
Recognizing such needs, National Institute of Health (NIH) spearheaded The trans--NIH Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) Initiative in 2014. The mission of the BD2K initiative is to support training in and research and development of innovative and transformative new approaches and tools, in order to maximize and accelerate the utility of the Big Data being generated. Since its inception, training has been one of the major thrust areas of the BD2K program. The term "training" is meant to include training, education, and workforce development that provides learners, no matter what career level, either foundational knowledge or skills for immediate use. Training currently accounts for 15% of the BD2K budget. There are two main goals for training: (1) to increase the number of people trained in developing the tools, methods, and technology to maximize the information which can be obtained by biomedical Big Data, and (2) to elevate the data science competencies of all biomedical scientists.
Funding mechanisms of National Institute of Health to train next generation data scientists
To accomplish these goals, a diverse set of grants and grants types have been developed (see the complete report: https://datascience.nih.gov/bd2k/funded--programs/enhancing--training). The work being showcased in this paper relates to the goal of increasing the number of biomedical data scientists. Although the establishment of biomedical data science as a career requires a complete career pipeline, from undergraduate training on up, the focus here is on the latter end of the pipeline, at the postdoc and junior faculty level. 
Areas of biomedical data science demanding new workforce
Data science in biomedicine includes, but is not limited to, the categories: translational bioinformatics and computational biology, clinical informatics, consumer health informatics and public health informatics 2 . Maximal success can be obtained by the biomedical data scientists trained in not only the technical aspects of data science (computer science, signal processing, math, statistics, etc.), but also the specific area of biomedicine of application. This, in part, sets apart the biomedical data scientists from general data scientists. Below we focus on a few representative categories funded by the current BD2K K01 program.
Translational Bioinformatics
Large national and international consortia and data repositories have formed, significantly increasing the sample sizes and discovery powers for many diseases. Training in translational bioinformatics needs to rapidly adapt to the global environment by emphasizing broad, interdisciplinary training in computer science, statistics, bioinformatics, and biology. Good suggestions on bioinformatics training courses have been made earlier 3 . Here we put more focus on multi--omics areas, beyond single--omics data analysis and pipeline construction. At the input data level, the trainees will be expected to deal with missing values and normalizing data within and across various technical platforms. The trainees should be able to creatively transform data, by taking advantage of prior biological knowledge such as pathway or network information 4, 5 . The trainees should have courses in statistics to thoroughly understand issues such as sample size, power, multiple hypothesis testing, classification (unsupervised learning), and generalized regression techniques (supervised learning) 6, 7 . Training in multi--omics data integration (from the same population cohort) and meta--omics data integration (from heterogeneous populations) will be paramount to derive meaningful discoveries on molecular subtypes of diseases 8 . The trainees will also learn about omics--clinical/phenotypic data integration, using methods such as correlational and survival analysis.
Two new areas of translational bioinformatics are microbiome and single cell genomics. Both fields have measurement uncertainty. While the microbiome has the unknown variables of microbe numbers and strains, single cell genomics has the unknown variable of noise due to complicated batch effects, cell cycle and stress states, amplification biases etc 9 . In additional to the skills noted above, data visualization and tools to enhance reproducibility should be required for trainees, to enable efficient exploratory analysis and hypothesis generation. Last but not least, the trainees should go through rigorous training in HIPPA compliance to protect the private (including genetic) information of study subjects.
Clinical Informatics
The generation and dissemination of medical knowledge towards the practice of modern medicine arose in the past century, when there were relatively few effective interventions that the discipline had to offer for patient care. However, such norms now collide with the current reality of an explosive growth in biomedical knowledge 10 . Fortunately, with the new era of biomedical informatics, the clinicians are presented with great opportunities, along with challenges. The meaningful use of electronic health records (EHR) 11 presents the big data opportunity with the widespread routine capture of real--world clinical practice data, further augmented by high volume clinical data streams from claims, registry data, genomics, sensor systems, to patient generated content forms. Such digitized records offer new approaches to generate medical knowledge and to synthesize it into usable tools that can affect real--world clinical practice by assimilating and managing the increasing complexity of medical information. Principled, data--driven approaches are critical to unlocking the potential of large--scale healthcare data sources to impact clinical practice, compared to the otherwise limited and preconceived concepts manually abstracted out of patient chart reviews.
The current clinical practice force needs a paradigm shift. The next generation of data scientists will have the technical capability to generate useful insights from large complex data sources (machine learning, statistical analysis methods). They should have the tenacity to tackle enormous noisy and unstructured data that was not generated for precise research purposes (data wrangling, software engineering). Training in the appreciation of the applied subject domain is particularly important, in order to transcend the data--information--knowledge--wisdom hierarchy (translational inquiry). For physician scientists, complementary knowledge is needed to bridge the evolving practice of medicine from one that is traditionally apprenticeship, heuristic, pattern based learning to the new approach of using big data analytics creatively to inform decision making. Meanwhile, clinician scientists will need to gain experience on meaningfully informing practice, including recognizing pitfalls and limitations of data science.
Public Health Informatics
The curriculum for public health graduate students typically includes classes on population health, research methods, ethics of scientific research, and applications in public health. Other courses covering research methods are usually on study design, data analyses, and causal inference. However, training is generally lacking on how to fully utilize larger and nontraditional data sources. Public health investigators are usually trained to implement and analyze health surveys and clinical trials. However, training on processing large unstructured text data is lacking. Clinical text is the most pervasive data type in EHR 11 . Leveraging techniques in data mining, machine learning and natural language processing will enable the extraction of information on patient characteristics and clinical outcomes. Mining EHR allows us to better understand longitudinal patterns in treatment outcomes 12 , treatment heterogeneity, and drug interactions. In addition, social media text has been useful for outbreak detection, tracking health conditions, and monitoring social influences on human health 13, 14 . New public health training with data science concentration may include additional course in computer science, including database systems, data mining, machine learning, advanced algorithms, and visualization. More specialized training in natural language processing, image processing, high performance computing, and network security would be beneficial, too. These courses would increase expertise in the creation and maintenance of database structures for efficient storage and processing, and also increase the incorporation of large, emerging data sources such as text, images and videos in health research. The addition of training in database management and analytics would further enhance the understanding of drivers of health and disease, by incorporating novel and integrated data sources to account for disease complexities.
Exemplary Emerging Area of Informatics
In neuroscience, one area in need of data scientists that is only beginning to be recognized involves electroencephalogram (EEG). For example, the US Brain initiative funded many projects focused on acquiring high resolution EEG data, yet little attention has been focused ensuring that there is a sufficiently trained work force to analyze such data. Even with current technology, there is great need for more data scientists related to EEG analysis, both intracranial EEG (e.g., in epilepsy research) 15 and extracranial EEG (e.g., sleep medicine). The training needs for these individuals are similar to other fields: fluent programming skills, a strong understanding of machine learning, statistics and applied mathematics, and an understanding of the application of focus. One training method that has worked quite well for this applications is for students to get a PhD in either a technical field (e.g., biomedical engineering) or an applied field (e.g., neuroscience), and augment their coursework in order to obtain the needed breadth of subject matter. Some universities, such as the University of Michigan, has created a graduate certificate in data science, which can be paired with a PhD in specific discipline. Additionally, coursework needs to be matched with appropriate "hands on" research activities at the graduate and post--doctoral levels. One main challenge facing the next generation of data scientists is to establish the culture of interactions between disciplines. In addition to the challenges common to upcoming biomedical data scientists, these students face the extra barrier of EEG analysis being an emergent application area.
Conclusion
The golden era of big data science in biomedicine has just begun 2 . Many fields, such as EMR mining, mobile health and community--based health data mining are very new, and clearly challenges exist.
However, the data volume will only increase, thus "more is more, less is bore". The need for data scientists specialized in bio--medicine will continue to drive the market. On the other hand, while the paradigm shift towards data intensive biomedical science is happening, we must also bring to the attention that the "brain drain" from academia to private sectors is likely, and it is critical for institutions to create tenure--track career paths for the new generation of biomedical data scientists after their training programs end.
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